Optimal Bayesian Adaptive Trials When Treatment Efficacy Depends on Biomarkers
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Summary. Clinical biomarkers play an important role in precision medicine and are now extensively used in clinical trials, particularly in cancer. A response adaptive trial design enables researchers to use treatment results about earlier patients to aid in treatment decisions of later patients. Optimal adaptive trial designs have been developed without consideration of biomarkers. In this article, we describe the mathematical steps for computing optimal biomarker-integrated adaptive trial designs. These designs maximize the expected trial utility given any pre-specified utility function, though we focus here on maximizing patient responses within a given patient horizon. We describe the performance of the optimal design in different scenarios. We compare it to Bayesian Adaptive Randomization (BAR), which is emerging as a practical approach to develop adaptive trials. The difference in expected utility between BAR and optimal designs is smallest when the biomarker subgroups are highly imbalanced. We also compare BAR, a frequentist play-the-winner rule with integrated biomarkers and a marker-stratified balanced randomization design (BR). We show that, in contrasting two treatments, BR achieves a nearly optimal expected utility when the patient horizon is relatively large. Our work provides novel theoretical solution, as well as an absolute benchmark for the evaluation of trial designs in personalized medicine.
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1. Introduction

Recent insight into the genetic drivers of cancer (Wood et al., 2007), the development of drugs whose action depends specifically on the activity of these targets, and the resulting heterogeneity of treatment responses have highlighted the need to systematically include information on a tumor’s genetic characteristics into treatment decisions. A tremendous amount of resources is presently allocated to developing precision cancer medicine (Chin et al., 2011; La Thangue and Kerr, 2011). Since the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) approved trastuzumab in human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 (HER2) positive breast cancer patients, personalized treatments have been developed for chronic myelogenous leukemia (Druker et al., 2001), colon cancer (Allegra et al., 2009), lung cancer (Paez et al., 2004), and other malignancies (McDermott and Settleman, 2009).

The development of targeted treatments is inspiring a change in the design of clinical trials. For instance, in the Biomarker-integrated Approaches of Targeted Therapy for Lung cancer Elimination (BATTLE) study (Kim et al., 2011), non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) patients have been classified into five subgroups defined by biomarkers reflecting tumor genomics. Another biomarker-adaptive design, also allowing treatments to enter and exit the trial is the I-SPY 2 (Barker et al., 2009; Alexander et al., 2013). The goal of these trials is to identify the most beneficial treatment separately for each patient subgroup.

Adaptive designs for cancer clinical trials have been studied extensively, from both frequentist and Bayesian perspectives (Yin, 2013), although biomarkers are not often included in these methodologies. From a decision theoretic perspective, we lack results on optimal trial designs integrating biomarkers. In this article, we fill this gap by deriving an optimal Bayesian biomarker-integrated adaptive trial design. Our goal is to maximize the number of successfully treated patients over a given horizon, including the patients in the trial itself. Our results generalize earlier work by (Berry and Eick, 1995). Our optimal design assigns treatment to each patient based on their own biomarker, and on accumulating results in the trial. At the end of the trial, the outcome data define optimal treatments, which vary across biomarker profiles. Subsequently, optimal treatments are individually assigned to patients for the remainder of the horizon of interest.

Having defined and studied the optimal design, it is now possible to evaluate the efficiency of more heuristic approaches by comparing their utility to the optimum. While the optimal design maximizes the expected trial utility, the treatment assignment at each stage is deterministic and it imposes heavy computational burden (Powell, 2007). Thus, a natural comparison is with the Bayesian Adaptive Randomization (BAR) design (Thall and Wathen, 2007), a frequentist play-the-winner rule with integrated biomarkers and a marker-stratified balanced randomization design (BR). Our comparison will illustrate scenarios in which using these designs does not lead to a significant loss in terms of the expected trial utility when compared to the theoretical optimum, as well as other where this is not the case. These comparisons are the primary practical goal of this article.
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2. Biomarker Integrated Trials

2.1. Assumptions and Notation

We assume that \( N \) patients are recruited in a clinical trial to study the effects of \( I \) treatments, labeled by \( i \in \{1, \ldots, I\} \). There are \( K \) biomarkers integrated in the trial, with binary biomarker indicators \( b_k \)'s, \( k = 1, \ldots, K \). For example, if the biomarkers are somatic mutations in the tumor, \( b_k = 1 \) denotes the presence of a mutation in gene \( k \), while if \( b_k = 0 \) the gene is unaltered. We use \( Pr(b_k = 1) \) to denote the prevalence of biomarker mutation \( b_k \) in the population. Patients’ profiles can be defined by these biomarkers indicators and summarized by the vector \( G = (b_1, \ldots b_k) \). The patient population is divided into different biomarker groups based on their marker profiles \( G \). The optimal trial design proposed in this article can be applied when biomarker groups are mutually exclusive. We use the index \( j \in \{1, \ldots, J\} \) to indicate the biomarker groups in the trial.

Similarly to (Berry and Eick, 1995), we consider a patients horizon. It includes patients in the trial, as well as subsequent patients who, after completion of the experimental study, will receive treatments accordingly to the trial results. The size of the patients horizon is an important element in adaptive designs, because it controls how the design balances the two potentially competing needs of learning the treatment effects and assigning patients to the best treatment options within the trial.

We assume that the outcome of interest is binary and that it is known immediately after treatment assignment. Let \( w_{i,j} \) be the probability of observing a success, or positive outcome, for treatment \( i \) in subgroup \( j \), for \( i = 1, \ldots, I \) and \( j = 1, \ldots, J \).

We take a Bayesian approach to estimate the \( w_{i,j}'s \) and to quantify uncertainty in these parameters. We use a mixture prior, assigning a positive probability to the event that the effect of treatment \( i \) is the same across all biomarker groups, that is that \( w_{1,j} = \cdots = w_{I,j} \). With prior probability \( \pi_i \), treatment \( i \) has the same effect in every biomarker group. Otherwise, the effects of treatment \( i \) take a distinct value in each subgroup. These values are a priori independent with uniform marginal distributions. Also, conditional on event \( w_{1,j} = \cdots = w_{I,j} \), the parameters \( w_{i,j} \) are uniformly distributed. To summarize, the joint prior distribution of the unknown response rates for treatment \( i \) is

\[
Pr(w_{1,j} \leq a_1, \ldots, w_{I,j} \leq a_I) = (1 - \pi_i) \prod_{j=1}^{J} a_j + \pi_i \min_{j=1}^{J} a_j, \ a_1, \ldots, a_I \in (0, 1).
\]

The second term captures the case where the response probability is the same in all biomarker groups. When a \( \pi_i \) is equal to 0, the biomarker-specific response probabilities become independent, and, during the course of the study, prediction of a patient outcome is based exclusively on previous data from individuals with the same biomarker profile. The \( \pi_i's \) can be selected using data from early phase trials or elicited from expert judgment (Hammitt and Zhang, 2013). The response rates of two treatments \( (w_{i,j} \ldots w_{I,j}) \) and \( (w'_{i,j} \ldots w''_{I,j}), \ i \neq i' \) are a priori independently distributed.

In this article, we will use prior (1). However, our approach is more general, in that the algorithm that we describe can easily accommodate other prior distributions or under particular sets of treatment response rates. If, for example, reliable evidence on treatment effects is available from early phase trials, it can be summarized via prior distributions for the \( (w_{i,j})'s \), modifying the assumption of uniformity. In the supplementary material we provide a brief description of an optimal design obtained under a different prior distribution using a probit link and an example of optimal design obtained under particular sets of treatment response rates.

Let \( X_n \) denote the treatment outcome of the \( n^{th} \) patient enrolled in the trial, and \( G_n \) the associated marker profile. The arrival of patient \( n \) also marks the \( n^{th} \) decision point. The notation \( d_n(X_{n-1}, \ldots, X_1, G_n, \ldots, G_1) = i \) indicates that the design assigns patient \( n \) to treatment \( i \) after observing the treatment outcomes of the first \( n - 1 \) patients. The treatment assignment depends also on the marker profiles of the previous \( n - 1 \) patients \( G_{n-1}, \ldots, G_1 \) and on the marker profile, \( G_n \), of the \( n^{th} \) patient. The best treatment for each biomarker subgroup is determined at the end of the trial and will be prescribed to future patients according to their marker profiles. After the trial, all patients within a biomarker group \( j \) will receive the same treatment.

We next introduce some notation that will be used in the calculation of the optimal design. After the \( n^{th} \) patient has been assigned to a treatment and the outcome has been observed, we use matrices \( M^{(n)} \) and \( S^{(n)} \) to record the accumulated information up to that point. The entry \( m_{i,j}^{(n)} \), on the \( i^{th} \) row and \( j^{th} \) column of matrix \( M^{(n)} \), is the total number of patients in subgroup \( j \) assigned to treatment \( i \) up to that time point. The entry \( s_{i,j}^{(n)} \), on the \( i^{th} \) row and \( j^{th} \) column of the matrix \( S^{(n)} \), is the number among the \( m_{i,j}^{(n)} \) patients who responded to the treatment. Both matrices are of size \( I \times J \). We assume that individual outcomes are conditionally independent given biomarker profiles \( G_n's \), treatment assignment, and \( w_{i,j}'s \). Thus, \( M^{(n)} \) and \( S^{(n)} \) together serve as sufficient statistics for the first \( n \) patients enrolled in the trial.

We are interested in choosing a design \( d \) from the set \( D \) of all possible sequential biomarker-dependent allocation rules. A trial of size \( N \) is conducted to study the unknown treatment effects \( \mathbf{w} = (w_{i,j})_{i \times J} \). Once a generic sequential allocation rule \( d \) is selected, the sequence of outcomes \( X \in X \) is observed with conditional distribution \( f_d(X | \mathbf{w}) \), where \( X = (X_1, \ldots, X_N) \).

At the end of the trial, the best treatment in each subgroup is selected and will be prescribed to future patients. We model this by considering a group of \( N_k = N - N \) additional patients whose treatment will be identified by the information accrued during the trial. In what follows \( d = \left[ d(n|X_{n-1}, \ldots, X_1, G_n, \ldots, G_1), \ n = 1, \ldots, N \right] \) will denote the allocation of patients during the trial, while \( d^p \) will denote the treatment assignment rule for the remaining \( N_k = N \) patients after completion of the trial. In our work \( d^p \) is allowed to depend on the individual patient’s marker profile.

The optimal sequential design \( d \) and final \( d^p \) selection rules are defined with respect to a utility function \( U(d, d^p, X) \), where \( X = (X_1, \ldots, X_N) \), designed to capture the most important goals of conducting the trial. Comparing treatment
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1. Efficacy is helpful insofar as it allows to improve treatment outcomes. The utility function coincides with the total number of favorable treatment outcomes:

\[ U(d, d^*, X) = \sum_{n=1}^{N} X_n + \sum_{n=N+1}^{N_d} X_n \]  

2. (2)

3. This specific form of utility function has been used by several authors (Armitage, 1985; Berry and Eick, 1995) in the design of trials without incorporating biomarkers. We will use this utility function to illustrate the behavior of the optimal design under different treatment effects across biomarker groups, and to make comparisons among trial designs.

4. 2.2. Optimal Solution

5. The optimal choice of the adaptive strategy \((d, d^*)\) is obtained by dynamic programming (Bellman, 2003; Parmigiani and Inoue, 2009). We begin with the second component \(d^*\), the final decision rule, which is computed conditional on the available information \((M^{(N)}, S^{(N)})\) at completion of the trial. The expected value of the utility in (2), given this information, is maximized by assigning each patient to the treatment with the highest expected success rate in his/her marker group. We denote this optimal decision rule by \(d^*\); it selects, for every subgroup \(j\), the treatment with the highest estimated effect, i.e., arg max \(E[w_{i,j} | M^{(N)}, S^{(N)}]\). Similarly, \(d\) is computed by maximizing the expected utility. The optimal design targets two goals: (1) identifying the best treatment for each biomarker group at the end of a trial, (2) maximizing the expected number of favorable treatment outcomes during the trial.

6. Let \(R^{(N)}_{d,d^*}[M^{(N)}, S^{(N)}]\) denote the expected number of favorable treatment outcomes from the \((n+1)\)-th to the \(N_d\)-th patient conditional on information up to stage \(n\). Our goal is to select the design \(d\) that maximizes the expected utility. We can write the expected utility of a design \(d\) as \(R^{(N)}_{d,d^*}[M^{(O)}, S^{(O)}]\). Also, let \(\mu_{i,j}^{(O)}\) be the posterior mean of \(w_{i,j}\) calculated conditional on \((M^{(O)}, S^{(O)})\), that is \(\mu_{i,j}^{(O)} = E[w_{i,j} | X_n, \ldots, X_1, G_n, \ldots, G_1]\). When it is time to assign a treatment to the \(n\)-th patient who is in subgroup \(j\), the probability of observing a favorable treatment outcome is \(\mu_{i,j}^{(O-1)}\). If this patient is assigned to treatment \(i\), this notation can be computed to use the optimal design \(d\) and its expected utility. At the end of a trial, based on the final decision rule \(d^*\), the expected number of future favorable treatment outcomes is

\[ R^{(N)}_{d,d^*}[M^{(N)}, S^{(N)}] = \sum_{n=N+1}^{N_d} \sum_{j} p_j \max(\mu_{i,j}^{(N)}) \]

where \(p_j\) is the probability of belonging to the \(j\)-th biomarker subgroup.

7. The steps for deriving the optimal design \(d\) start with the computation of \(R^{(N)}_{d,d^*}[M^{(N)}, S^{(N)}]\) and \(\mu_{i,j}^{(O)}\) for all possible combinations of \(M^{(N)}\) and \(S^{(N)}\). Note that \(R^{(N)}_{d,d^*}[M^{(N)}, S^{(N)}]\) does not vary across designs \(d\), as it only depends on the sufficient statistics \((M^{(N)}, S^{(N)})\). In contrast \(R^{(O)}_{d,d^*}[M^{(O)}, S^{(O)}]\), \(n = 0, \ldots, N - 1\), varies across potential designs. With backward computations, if we fix a design \(d\), then the conditional expected value \(R^{(O)}_{d,d^*}[M^{(O)}, S^{(O)}]|n < N\), can be calculated using the collections of \(R^{(O)}_{d,d^*}[M^{(O+1)}, S^{(O+1)}]\) values at all possible \((M^{(O+1)}, S^{(O+1)})\) configurations:

\[ R^{(O)}_{d,d^*}[M^{(O)}, S^{(O)}] = E[R^{(O)}_{d,d^*}[M^{(O+1)}, S^{(O+1)}] | M^{(O)}, S^{(O)}] + E(X_{N+1} | M^{(O)}, S^{(O)}) \]

8. For a fixed \(d\), \(M^{(O)}\) and \(S^{(O)}\) combination, \(R^{(O)}_{d,d^*}[M^{(O)}, S^{(O)}]\) is computed by integrating \(R^{(O)}_{d,d^*}[M^{(O+1)}, S^{(O+1)}]\) with respect to the conditional distribution of \(M^{(O+1)}, S^{(O+1)}\), and predicting \(X_{N+1}\). This argument can be iterated for \(n = N - 1, \ldots, 0\).

9. Computation of the optimum \(d\) is based on moving backward through the steps just described. Each adaptive strategy \(d\) assigns the \((n+1)\)-th patient to a treatment conditionally on any combination \((M^{(O)}, S^{(O)})\), and on the patient’s marker profile \(G_{n+1}\). We can, therefore, write \(d(M^{(O)}, S^{(O)}, G_{n+1}) \in \{1, 2, \ldots, J\}\). The optimum \(d\) is derived through the following steps:

10. 1) Initialize \(R^{(0)}_{d,d^*}[M^{(N)}, S^{(N)}]\). This conditional expectation varies with the \((M^{(N)}, S^{(N)})\) values, but is invariant with respect to the design \(d\). These computations provide us the conditional expectations \(R^{(N)}_{d,d^*}[M^{(N)}, S^{(N)}]\), for all possible \((M^{(N)}, S^{(N)})\) values.

11. 2) Compute \(d(M^{(O)}, S^{(O)}, G_{n+1})\) at every \((M^{(O)}, S^{(O)}, G_{n+1})\) combination, and \(R^{(O)}_{d,d^*}[M^{(O+1)}, S^{(O+1)}]\) using the previously computed values of \(R^{(O)}_{d,d^*}[M^{(O+1)}, S^{(O+1)}]\) and the predicted values of \(X_{N+1}\) under each treatment \(j = 1, \ldots, J\). That is, \(d(M^{(O)}, S^{(O)}, G_{n+1})\) is computed by maximizing

\[ E(X_{n+1} | M^{(O)}, S^{(O)}, G_{n+1}) + E\left[R^{(O+1)}_{d,d^*}[M^{(O+1)}, S^{(O+1)}] | M^{(O)}, S^{(O)}, G_{n+1}\right]. \]

12. 3) Repeat the previous step for \(n = N - 1, \ldots, 0\). The expected utility of the optimal design is \(U(d) = R^{(0)}_{d,d^*}[M^{(O)}, S^{(O)}]\).

13. The algorithm uses iterative computations of the \(R^{(O)}_{d,d^*}[M^{(O)}, S^{(O)}]\) conditional expectation when the biomarker subgroup \(j\) of the \(n\)-th patient together with \((M^{(O-1)}, S^{(O-1)})\) are known, and \(d(M^{(O-1)}, S^{(O-1)}, G_{n}) = i\). The conditional expectation, for every \(n = 1, \ldots, N\), has a simple closed form expression:

\[ \mu_{i,j}^{(O-1)} \times R^{(O)}_{d,d^*}[M^{(O-1)} + 1, i, S^{(O-1)} + 1, j] + \left(1 - \mu_{i,j}^{(O-1)}\right) \times R^{(O)}_{d,d^*}[M^{(O-1)} + 1, i, S^{(O-1)}]. \]
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3. Numerical Results and Comparison

3.1. Properties of the Theoretical Optimum in Two-Treatments Comparisons

We consider the comparison of two cancer treatments. Assume that early phase studies showed that patients with and without a specific mutation may respond differently to these treatments, though there is no certainty about the difference between effects across biomarker subgroups. In other words, patients are divided into two groups depending on whether they present with a specific genetic abnormality, which may determine whether they respond to the experimental treatments.

The treatment response rate \( w_{ij} \) is the probability of observing a favorable treatment outcome for a patient in subgroup \( j, j = 1, 2 \) who is assigned to treatment \( i, i = 1, 2 \). The effects of different treatments are independent, that is the response rates \( (w_{1,1}, w_{1,2}) \) under treatment 1 are independent of the response rates \( (w_{2,1}, w_{2,2}) \) under treatment 2. The prior distribution of the response rates is a special case of (1):

\[
Pr(w_{1,1} \leq a_1, w_{1,2} \leq a_2) = (1 - \pi)(a_1 a_2 + \pi \min(a_1, a_2)), \quad \text{for every } a_1, a_2 \in (0, 1).
\]

Marginally, \( w_{ij} \sim \text{Beta}(1, 1) \), and \( (w_{1,1}, w_{1,2}) \perp (w_{2,1}, w_{2,2}) \).

We refer to Web Appendix 1 for the computation of the posterior distribution of the response rates.

Two key quantities describe a biomarker: \( Pr(b = 1) \), the probability of drawing a biomarker positive patients during the patient horizon, and \( \pi \), as defined in (5). Our simulations illustrate that, under the model chosen here, prior distributions with stronger dependence between response probabilities in the two population subgroups are associated to higher expected utilities. A more detailed description of the absolute performance of the optimal design can be found in Web Appendix 2. Web Appendix 3 shows a similar trend under a different prior distribution that also allows to modulate the degree of dependence of the response probabilities.

In the following sections, we will compare the optimal design with other adaptive designs. In preparation we investigate sensitivity to the patient horizon. Reliance on the patient horizon is an important difference between the optimal design obtained with dynamic programming, and those obtained from BAR or balanced designs. In some contexts, such as in the study of treatments for rare diseases, it is valuable to explicitly consider the likely size of the future patient population. In other contexts it might be difficult to select a realistic horizon. Nonetheless, comparisons for different \( N_h \) values can help in the evaluation of practical randomized schemes like BAR. We used sensitivity analyses to illustrate how the parameter \( N_h \) influence adaptation. First, we generate treatment effects \( w_{ij} \) from the same prior that is also used for designing the trial and for treatment assignment. Next we generate treatment effects \( w_{ij} \) from a mixture distribution that is different from the Bayesian model used for treatment assignment. More precisely we replace the parameter \( \pi \) in the prior with a different value \( \Pi \) and obtain the distribution of the treatment assignments in each subgroup. We use this set of simulations to explore robustness to the choice of the prior. In both cases we average across a collection of values of \( w \)'s, where \( w = (w_{ij}, i = 1, 2, j = 1, 2) \). The sensitivity analysis results are reported in Table 1 and Web Appendix 5. These results show that the expected trial utility of the optimal design is roughly proportional to \( N_h \) when fixing the trial size. For example, if biomarker subgroups are balanced, \( \Pi = 0.1 \) and \( \pi = 0.1 \), then \( U(d) = 160.28 \) when \( N_h = 250 \), that is about half of the utility \( U(d) = 319.87 \) obtained when \( N_h = 500 \). Similar comparisons can be made by fixing other hyperparameter values and varying the size of the patient horizon \( N_h \).

The observation above indicates that the ability of the optimal design to identify the best treatment is relatively robust to the choice of \( N_h \). With a small trial size, in our sensitivity analysis, the optimal design selects the best treatment options with comparable probabilities at different values of the
Table 1

Table 1: Sensitivity analysis to illustrate the influence of the parameters $\pi$ and $N_h$ on the optimal design characteristics. This table reports the expected trial utility and, in brackets, the utility standard deviation of four different designs: optimal design (optimal), Bayesian adaptive randomization (BAR), play-the-winner (PW) and marker-stratified balanced randomization (BR).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$N = 30, N_h = 250, \Pi = 0.1$</th>
<th>$N = 30, N_h = 500, \Pi = 0.1$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\pi = 0.1$</td>
<td>$\pi = 0.9$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Pr(b = 1) = 0.1$</td>
<td>$\Pr(b = 1) = 0.5$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Pr(b = 1) = 0.1$</td>
<td>$Pr(b = 1) = 0.5$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\pi = 0.1$</td>
<td>$\pi = 0.9$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\pi = 0.1$</td>
<td>$\pi = 0.9$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2. Comparison of Bayesian Adaptive Randomization and the Theoretical Optimum

Bayesian Adaptive Randomization (BAR) is emerging as a practical approach to develop adaptive designs, and is computationally far more efficient than dynamic programming. Here we explore the extent to which BAR can achieve expected utility close to that of the optimal solution. To this end, we extend the approach by (Thall and Wathen, 2007) so that it can be applied to trials incorporating biomarkers. When there are two treatments and one biomarker, BAR assigns treatment 2 to the $n^{th}$ patient who belongs to biomarker group $j$ with probability

$$r_j = \frac{[Pr^{(o)}(w_{1,j} < w_{2,j})]^c}{[Pr^{(o)}(w_{1,j} < w_{2,j})]^c + [Pr^{(o)}(w_{1,j} > w_{2,j})]^c},$$

where $Pr^{(o)}(w_{1,j} < w_{2,j}) = Pr(w_{1,j} < w_{2,j}|X_n, \ldots, X_1, G_n, \ldots, G_j)$ is the posterior probability that treatment 2 is the best treatment for patients in subgroup $j$. With the same priors defined in Section 2, Supplementary Material Section 2 shows the calculation of $r_j^{(o)}$. We follow (Thall and Wathen, 2007) for the choice of the tuning parameter $c$.

To facilitate the graphical display of the results, we assumed that $\Pi_1 = \Pi_2 = \Pi$ and $\pi_1 = \pi_2 = \pi$. Figure 1 shows the comparison between the optimal design and BAR when generating from the design prior. The first panel shows how the difference in expected trial utility changes with $\pi$ by
When biomarker subgroups become more balanced, and the maximum profile. The difference in expected utility increases when homogeneous, that is all patients have the same biomarker and BAR is minimized when the patients' population is achievable result

\[ U(d) - U(d_{BAR}) \]

is achieved when the two subgroups are of equal size. At a fixed biomarker prevalence, the largest difference in expected utility is observed when \( \pi = 0 \), so the prior assigns probability 1 to different efficacy levels across subgroups.

The bottom panel of Figure 1 shows the relationship between the difference in expected utility and the prevalence of mutations. With fixed \( \pi \) the difference \( U(d) - U(d_{BAR}) \) increases when biomarker subgroups become balanced.

3.3. The Bayesian Adaptive Randomization and the Play-the-Winner Rule

We are also interested in comparing Bayesian and frequentist adaptive designs. The “play-the-winner” (PW) rule (Zelen, 1969; Wei and Durham, 1978) has been used in designing several clinical trials (Bartlett et al., 1985; Yao and Wei, 1996). In this section, we compare the BAR design to the PW in terms of the expected trial utility. Our goal here is to quantify, from a Bayesian standpoint, the change in expected utility associated with using a practical approach such as the PW design compared to BAR.

Each curve in Figure 2 plots the difference in expected trial utility \( U(d_{BAR}) - U(d_{PW}) \). The three panels show the scenarios where treatment effects \( \theta_{i,b} \) are generated from a two components mixture with weights \( \Pi \) and \( (1 - \Pi) \). In this simulation study we use \( \Pi = \pi \), that is the simulation model differs from the Bayesian model used to determine patients' allocations. Depending on the scenario chosen, PW can have a worse or better utility than BAR, though BAR achieves a higher utility in the vast majority of the cases that we explored. The difference in expected utility ranges from 20 to 50 additional successfully treated patients out of a patient horizon of size 1000. When the subgroups are highly imbalanced, the difference is relatively robust to the choice of \( \pi \). PW has better utility than BAR when the prior rules out a biomarker effect (\( \pi = 1 \)), but \( \Pi = 0 \), the outcomes are simulated from varying response probabilities across subgroups, and the subgroups are relatively balanced.

3.4. Optimal Design and Balanced Randomization

In closing, we address the comparison between the optimal adaptive design and a design that does not adapt: balanced randomization (BR), with balanced allocation within each biomarker subgroup. In Table 1 and Web Appendix (Section 5), we present the expected utility of marker-stratified balanced randomized trials, and contrast balanced randomization with the optimal design. These results show that the relative performances of these two designs vary with the size of the patient horizon and the study size. The utility of the balanced design is nearly optimal with relatively large horizon sizes. The optimal design strives to reach a compromise between exploration, or learning, and successful treatment. With a large patient horizon, the emphasis is on the learning rather than treatment success during the trial. Thus, patients assignment during the trials is mostly driven by the need of identifying the best available treatment. In contrast, with a short horizon, the emphasis shifts towards treatment success within the trial. More generally, when the sizes of the patient horizon and the study sample sizes are comparable, there is a gain in expected trial utility from using the optimal design compared to BR.
Figure 2. Comparison between $U(d_{BR})$ and $U(d_{PW})$ at different combinations of $\Pi$ and $\pi$. Patient horizon $N_h = 1000$, trial size $N = 50$.

With a large horizon BR is often a near optimal choice given the ease of implementation, and the power is nearly maximized by BR designs. On the other hand, it is also worth noting a trend towards trials involving relatively small patient horizons. For example, trials involving rare diseases can have relatively short horizons because of the low prevalence. The size of the patient horizon may also decrease as a result of the fragmentations of populations in small subgroups, and re-definition of diseases into sub-categories, which often requires different treatments, based on new diagnostic tests, technologies, and therapies.

4. Discussion

In this article, we derive a theoretical optimal adaptive design, where treatment assignment is allowed to depend on a binary biomarker. The optimal design maximizes the expected trial utility given by the expected number of favorable outcomes within a given patient horizon. When treatment efficacy depends on biomarkers, our analysis shows how this relationship affects the best achievable results in terms of the expected trial utility in trials where treatment assignments are adaptive on early treatment outcomes. Our work provides absolute benchmarks for the evaluation of trial designs in precision medicine.

Our analysis is the first to consider optimal designs when treatment efficacy depends on biomarkers. We hope it will provide the basis to consider more complex situations as well. Although here we focus on maximizing the number of favorable outcomes, our approach can be modified to handle other utility functions. We extended previous comparisons of Bayesian adaptive designs and balanced designs (Trippa et al., 2012; Wason and Trippa, 2014) to biomarker-integrated trials. While in this article we focused on two-arm studies, the relative advantages of adaptive and balanced designs will vary with the number of experimental arms in multi-arm studies (Berry, 2011). A larger number of arms generally emphasizes the gains from adaptivity.

The optimal design is an application of dynamic programming, which requires considering every possible outcome path. This feature of the algorithm imposes a heavy computational burden, even for a modest trial size. In this context we wrote programs that reduce the dimension of the data structure and free up machine memory dynamically within the dynamic programming steps. However, computational demands remain a challenge for this type of approach.

In practice it is uncommon to implement trials wherein the treatment assignment is deterministic for each patient. To address this concern, we also consider an adaptive design where the treatment assignment is randomized. By definition, the largest utility gain is achieved when the treatment assignment is optimal and deterministic, but our work allows one to benchmark a proposed suboptimal randomized design against the optimum. Our comparison between the optimal design and other designs quantifies the difference in expected trial utility under different scenarios. When the number of patients to be successfully treated is of primary concern, the optimal design may be preferable. There could also be situations where a small portion of the expected trial utility is sacrificed for a design that has easier interpretation or includes a randomized treatment assignment.

5. Supplementary Materials

Web Appendices, Tables, and Figures referenced in the Sections 2 and 3 are available with this article at the Biometrics website on Wiley Online Library along with the R code to implement the optimal design.
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Dear Author,

During the copyediting of your paper, the following queries arose. Please respond to these by annotating your proofs with the necessary changes/additions using the E-annotation guidelines attached after the last page of this article.

We recommend that you provide additional clarification of answers to queries by entering your answers on the query sheet, in addition to the text mark-up.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Query No.</th>
<th>Query</th>
<th>Remark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Q1:</td>
<td>Please confirm that given names (red) and surnames/family names (green) have been identified correctly.</td>
<td>confirmed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q2:</td>
<td>Please check the font used in inline and display equations and confirm that its appearance is correct.</td>
<td>checked and confirmed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q3:</td>
<td>Please provide publisher location.</td>
<td>Mineola, New York</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q4:</td>
<td>Please provide publisher location.</td>
<td>Chichester, UK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q5:</td>
<td>Please provide publisher location.</td>
<td>Hoboken, New Jersey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q6:</td>
<td>Please provide publisher location.</td>
<td>Hoboken, New Jersey</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Required software to e-Annotate PDFs: Adobe Acrobat Professional or Adobe Reader (version 8.0 or above). (Note that this document uses screenshots from Adobe Reader X)
The latest version of Acrobat Reader can be downloaded for free at: http://get.adobe.com/reader/

Once you have Acrobat Reader open on your computer, click on the Comment tab at the right of the toolbar:

This will open up a panel down the right side of the document. The majority of tools you will use for annotating your proof will be in the Annotations section, pictured opposite. We’ve picked out some of these tools below:

1. Replace (Ins) Tool – for replacing text.
   - Strikethrough through text and opens up a text box where replacement text can be entered.
   - How to use it
     - Highlight a word or sentence.
     - Click on the Replace (Ins) icon in the Annotations section.
     - Type the replacement text into the blue box that appears.

2. Strikethrough (Del) Tool – for deleting text.
   - Strikethrough through text that is to be deleted.
   - How to use it
     - Highlight a word or sentence.
     - Click on the Strikethrough (Del) icon in the Annotations section.

3. Add note to text Tool – for highlighting a section to be changed to bold or italic.
   - Highlights text in yellow and opens up a text box where comments can be entered.
   - How to use it
     - Highlight the relevant section of text.
     - Click on the Add note to text icon in the Annotations section.
     - Type instruction on what should be changed regarding the text into the yellow box that appears.

4. Add sticky note Tool – for making notes at specific points in the text.
   - Marks a point in the proof where a comment needs to be highlighted.
   - How to use it
     - Click on the Add sticky note icon in the Annotations section.
     - Click at the point in the proof where the comment should be inserted.
     - Type the comment into the yellow box that appears.
USING e-ANNOTATION TOOLS FOR ELECTRONIC PROOF CORRECTION

5. **Attach File Tool** – for inserting large amounts of text or replacement figures.

   Inserts an icon linking to the attached file in the appropriate pace in the text.

   **How to use it**
   - Click on the **Attach File** icon in the Annotations section.
   - Click on the proof to where you’d like the attached file to be linked.
   - Select the file to be attached from your computer or network.
   - Select the colour and type of icon that will appear in the proof. Click OK.

6. **Add stamp Tool** – for approving a proof if no corrections are required.

   Inserts a selected stamp onto an appropriate place in the proof.

   **How to use it**
   - Click on the **Add stamp** icon in the Annotations section.
   - Select the stamp you want to use. (The **Approved** stamp is usually available directly in the menu that appears).
   - Click on the proof where you’d like the stamp to appear. (Where a proof is to be approved as it is, this would normally be on the first page).

7. **Drawing Markups Tools** – for drawing shapes, lines and freeform annotations on proofs and commenting on these marks.

   Allows shapes, lines and freeform annotations to be drawn on proofs and for comment to be made on these marks.

   **How to use it**
   - Click on one of the shapes in the **Drawing Markups** section.
   - Click on the proof at the relevant point and draw the selected shape with the cursor.
   - To add a comment to the drawn shape, move the cursor over the shape until an arrowhead appears.
   - Double click on the shape and type any text in the red box that appears.

For further information on how to annotate proofs, click on the **Help** menu to reveal a list of further options:
# Proof Correction Marks

Please correct and return your proofs using the proof correction marks below. For a more detailed look at using these marks please reference the most recent edition of The Chicago Manual of Style and visit them on the Web at: http://www.chicagomanualofstyle.org/home.html.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instruction to typesetter</th>
<th>Textual mark</th>
<th>Marginal mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Leave unchanged</td>
<td>…… under matter to remain</td>
<td>(del)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insert in text the matter</td>
<td>^</td>
<td>^ followed by new matter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>indicated in the margin</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delete</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Substitute character or</td>
<td></td>
<td>new character</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>substitute part of one or</td>
<td></td>
<td>or</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>more word(s)</td>
<td></td>
<td>new characters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change to italics</td>
<td>\ through single character, rule or underline</td>
<td>\</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>or \ through all characters to be deleted</td>
<td>(ital)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change to capitals</td>
<td>\ through letter or</td>
<td>(cap)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>\ through characters</td>
<td>(cap)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change to small capitals</td>
<td>\ under matter to be changed</td>
<td>(cap)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change to bold type</td>
<td>\ under matter to be changed</td>
<td>(bf)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change to bold italic</td>
<td>\ under matter to be changed</td>
<td>(bf)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change to lower case</td>
<td>\ under matter to be changed</td>
<td>(bf)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insert superscript</td>
<td>\ under matter to be changed</td>
<td>(bf)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insert subscript</td>
<td>\ under matter to be changed</td>
<td>(bf)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insert full stop</td>
<td>\ under letter or</td>
<td>(bf + ital)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insert comma</td>
<td>\ under characters or</td>
<td>(bf + ital)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insert single quotation</td>
<td>\ over character or</td>
<td>(bf + ital)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>marks</td>
<td>\ over characters or</td>
<td>(bf + ital)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insert double quotation</td>
<td>\ over characters or</td>
<td>(bf + ital)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>marks</td>
<td>\ over characters or</td>
<td>(bf + ital)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insert hyphen</td>
<td>\ over characters or</td>
<td>(bf + ital)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Start new paragraph</td>
<td>\ over characters or</td>
<td>(bf + ital)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transpose</td>
<td>\ over characters or</td>
<td>(bf + ital)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Close up</td>
<td>\ over characters or</td>
<td>(bf + ital)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insert or substitute space</td>
<td>linking \ characters</td>
<td>(bf + ital)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>between characters or</td>
<td>#</td>
<td>(bf + ital)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>words</td>
<td></td>
<td>(bf + ital)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduce space between</td>
<td></td>
<td>(bf + ital)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>characters or words</td>
<td></td>
<td>(bf + ital)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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